By comparing phylogenetically related tRNA synthetases (enzymes that specifically aminoacylate tRNAs), a controlled natural experiment can reveal synthetases' coevolution with their cognate amino acid substrate. Analyses of metabolic cost minimization confirm the existence of cognate avoidance in tRNA synthetase compositions. It is found that cognate avoidance increases and decreases, respectively, with proteomic amino acid usage in Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis.
Introduction
The molecular weight of amino acids associates negatively with their abundances in protein compositions [1] . This observation led to the hypothesis that amino acid compositions of proteins are in part determined by cost minimization principles [2] . The aim of this study is to examine whether cost minimization of protein synthesis is integrated with functional constraints on proteins, and thus revealing new information on protein structure and function.
The hypothesis of cost minimization of protein synthesis resembles the hypothesis of synonymous codon usage optimization, which minimizes translation delays by using synonymous codons that are matched by the anticodons of the most common tRNA for that cognate amino acid [3] [4] [5] . Similarly to synonymous codon optimization, the extent of cost minimization of amino acid usage increases with protein expression levels [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Other observations also follow predictions from the cost minimization hypothesis. For instance, whole organism growth and developmental rates increase with cost minimization at molecular levels [7, 11] . Free-living organisms minimize more costs of amino acid usages than parasitic ones [7, 12] , while some parasitic organisms also minimize costs of amino acid usages [13] . Reduction in protein length, as a means to decrease their biosynthetic costs, seems to follow similar principles, at least in comparisons between free-living and endocellular species [14] . Further observations that protein size is inversely proportional to its expression level are also in line with that principle [15] [16] . Cost minimization principles also explain differences in amino acid compositions between proteins expressed under different endogenic [17] [18] http://ccaasmag.org/BIO as well as environmental conditions [19] . Metabolic costs also increase evolutionary conservation of amino acids [7, 20] . Following the same principle at atomic level, a cyanobacterium specifically expresses sulfurdepleted versions of some highly expressed proteins under sulfur-starvation [21] . This principle of minimizing metabolic costs at the level of atomic compositions also exists for nitrogen-and carbonassimilatory enzymes that are relatively depleted in nitrogen and carbon, respectively [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . This introduces an additional prediction to the metabolic cost avoidance hypothesis, that of substrate avoidance in compositions of enzymes. This prediction was confirmed specifically in the context of amino acids in three species: Escherichia coli, its close relative which shares its endosymbiontic habitat in the human colon, Salmonella typhimurium and the more distantly related Bacillus subtilis that inhabits the soil [27] . This principle also affects an amino acid's secondary metabolism [11] . In yeast, levels of cognate avoidance in amino acid compositions of enzymes involved in an amino acid's biosynthetic path can even predict a following decrease in experimental growth after depletion in that amino acid [11] .
tRNA synthetases and cognate avoidance.
In this work, I explored the issue of cognate amino acid bias in the realm of tRNA synthetases, a group of enzymes that esterify amino acids to their cognate tRNAs. The loading of each of the 20 tRNA functional groups by its cognate amino acid is done by a specific tRNA synthetase. This functional group of 20 enzymes has two further characteristics that constitute an actual controlled natural experiment in which cognate bias can be investigated. It is subdivided into two equal sized classes of proteins, class I and class II tRNA synthetases. Note that it is possible that class I and II tRNA synthetases are matched in terms of each being originally coded on the antisense (complementary) strand of the other [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . This is a controversial hypothesis (see digression by Williams et al. [34] ) that would result from cost minimization of genome lengths in the ancestral genome(s) [35] . Minimizing genome lengths is also frequently redeveloped in modern parasitic organisms [36] [37] [38] [39] . Independently of these, all enzymes in class I and class II tRNA synthetases are evolved from a common ancestor [40] . Hence comparisons between phylogenetically matched sister tRNA synthetases with different cognate amino acids can be used to quantify extents of cognate amino acid avoidance in their respective compositions.
In order to compare the relative power of compositional tests on proteins based on evolutionary homology to a randomly chosen control group as done in [27] , I tested cognate bias at the compositional level of tRNA synthetases in the organisms examined by Alves and Savageau [27] . These organisms are also particularly adequate for a test of the "cognate amino acid bias" because of the availability of the relative abundances of amino acids in their respective natural environments. This can enable tests on whether cognate bias is regulated by environmental factors.
Substrate avoidance hypothesis.
Increased charging of some tRNAs, as a result of negative feedbacks in metabolism, can be presumed to occur specifically under conditions where the loaded tRNA is relatively rare [41] . This means that tRNA synthetase synthesis systematically occurs under circumstances of lack of the reaction product it catalyzes, i.e., the tRNA loaded with its cognate. This rationale suggests that the composition of tRNA synthetases includes their respective cognate amino acid only at locations where that amino acid is functionally important, or even unavoidable. By comparing amino acid compositions of tRNA synthetases that are "phylogenetic" sisters [40] , I expected that the cognate amino acid would be less frequent in the composition of its esterifying tRNA synthetase than in the composition of its phylogenetically closest tRNA synthetase, which esterifies a different amino acid.
Exploring differences in cognate bias between tRNA synthetases with different cognates but from the same tRNA synthetase class could also reveal which properties of the cognate make the cognate amino acid unavoidable for protein function. For example, one could expect that amino acids with great impact on protein structure (quantified for example by their Chou-Fasman conformational indices) can less be avoided (weaker negative bias) than those with lower impact. Because class I and II tRNA synthetases belong to different types of proteins, it is possible that different cognate properties associate with cognate bias in each group, reflecting the functional importance of each property on the different protein types. Such analyses of differences in cognate bias would, beyond confirming the existence of cognate bias, have the potential to reveal functional properties of amino acids and proteins through the study of cognate bias in particular and cost minimization principles in general.
Why tRNA synthetases.
In addition to the adequacy of tRNA synthetases for non-manipulative natural experiments, there are other reasons regarding processes that influence the evolution of these proteins. Indeed, the various tRNA synthetases did not only evolve from a common ancestor, but surprisingly other proteins apparently evolved from tRNA synthetases.
For example, the vertebrate mitochondrial gamma polymerase, the sole replication polymerase for animal mitochondrial genomes [42] , originates from horizontal transfer of prokaryotic glycyl tRNA synthetase [43] , which is also predicted to interact with DNA templating for tRNAs [44] . The evolutionary versatility of tRNA synthetases [45] and their functionally crucial sites build a bridge between the RNA and the protein "worlds": they have sites that http://ccaasmag.org/BIO specifically recognize RNA regions, and the properties of these sites are determined by those of RNA, which affect any protein that interacts with those RNAs [to some extent, also DNA stretches (as suggested by the homology with DNA gamma polymerase reported above)]; they have a site that interacts with their specific cognate amino acid, whose properties are determined by those of that amino acid. This could bear insights on how proteins interact with other proteins.
1.4.
Comparative experiments: the power of adequate control. In principle, the cognate amino acid bias hypothesis was confirmed in [27] , but this was by comparing the amino acid contents of specific proteins with a pool of proteins at large in that organism. The results presented below on tRNA synthetases are based on better controlled comparisons (between pairs of phylogenetically "sister" tRNA synthetases). These analyzes yield results that are far more statistically significant than those obtained in [27] , thereby stressing the power of the tRNA synthetase system for testing protein evolution hypotheses. The study shows that careful comparative evolutionary analysis is a powerful tool for scientific research. In addition, the analysis can reveal functional properties that modulate cognate bias in relation to the constraints of each tRNA synthetase class.
Materials and Methods

Overall compositional bias.
I counted amino acids in each of the tRNA synthetases of Escherichia coli and Bacteria subtilis and calculated the percentage that each amino acid represents in the composition of each tRNA synthetase. Using the phylogenetic relationships among tRNA synthetases of class I and class II described in Figure 9 from [40] , I matched each tRNA synthetase with its phylogenetically closest tRNA synthetase. Considering the composition percentage of the cognate amino acid for each tRNA synthetase, I subtracted it from the composition percentage of that amino acid in the phylogenetically matched tRNA synthetase. Negative values reflect the level of avoidance of the cognate amino acid in the tRNA synthetase"s primary structure. In some cases, the phylogenetic topology indicated that a pair of closely related tRNA synthetases form a group that is the sister group of another tRNA synthetase. For example, threonyl synthetase and prolyl synthetase form a sister group for serinyl tRNA synthetase. In such cases, I averaged the % that serine represents in the compositions of threonyl and prolyl synthetases, and subtracted this average from the % serine in serinyl synthetase.
Testing the hypothesis at three different levels.
I tested the statistical significances of specific cognate biases at three different levels using sign tests. In the sign tests, cognate bias fits the "cognate avoidance" hypothesis if the index is negative. a) across tRNA synthetases and cognate amino acids, I checked the number of times that the cognate amino acid bias is negative; b) within single tRNA synthetases, across amino acids, I checked the number of times that the subtraction of the % composition of all 19 noncognate amino acids in the sister tRNA synthetase from the % in that specific tRNA synthetase was less negative than the subtraction for the cognate amino acid; c) across all tRNA synthetases, but for the same amino acid, I checked the number of times that the subtraction for a specific amino acid in the other tRNA synthetases was less negative than for the tRNA synthetase for which this amino acid is the cognate amino acid. For the data used for tests (b) and (c), I also calculated the Z standardized cognate bias by dividing it by the standard deviation of all biases. Table 1 presents the "sister" tRNA pairs used to calculate cognate bias, and the cognate bias calculated for each tRNA synthetase of Escherichia coli, as well as similar reductive statistics for Bacillus subtilis. The index is negative in the majority of cases (75% in E. coli, 60% in B. subtilis, P = 0.01 and P = 0.126, respectively, one sided sign tests), indicating an overall avoidance of substrates in the constitution of their catalysts. This result, which follows the approach of test level (a) as indicated in "Materials and Methods", was significant by sign tests at P < 0.05 in E. coli for class I synthetases (90%, P = 0.005, one sided sign test), but not significant for class II synthetases for B. subtilis (70%, P = 0.086, one sided sign test). This tendency is confirmed, although not statistically significantly, in class II synthetases of E. coli (60%, P = 0.189, one sided sign test) and class I synthetases of B. subtilis (55%, P = 0.25, one sided sign test). Fisher"s method for combining P values uses the -2*sum of ln (P) as a chi square statistic with 2*k degrees of freedom (where k is the number of independent tests being combined, two in this case, for each tRNA synthetase class). Using this method, the combined P"s are P = 0.0075 for E. coli and P = 0.104 for B. subtilis. These results confirm in a more rigorously controlled manner (because amino acid compositions are compared between "matched" proteins, and not between specific proteins and all proteins at large) the principle that substrates are avoided in the composition of their catalysts.
Results
General overview.
Cognate bias in E. coli and B. subtilis are positively correlated for class I tRNA synthetases (r = 0.63, P = 0.034, one tailed test). This result is qualitatively similar for class II synthetases (r = 0.16, P = 0.33) and for all synthetases (r = 0. 29 in "Materials and Methods"), the bias was more frequently more negative for the cognate amino acid than the biases calculated for non-cognate amino acids in a non-significant majority of the tRNA synthetases (65%). This was significant at P <0.05 according to a sign test within single tRNA synthetases for 11 cases (7 cases in class I: Gln, Ile and Met, P = 0.000122 for each; Leu, P = 0.00065; Trp, P = 0.0087; Tyr and Val, P = 0.00002; 4 cases in class II: Gly, large subunit, P = 0.000001; His, P = 0.009; Phe, large subunit, P = 0.00002; and Ser, P = 0.00012; all one sided sign tests). There were also two tRNA synthetases with significant positive cognate bias, those with cognates Phe (a different subunit of the tRNA synthetase than in the previous group) and Arg (P = 0.004 and P = 0.0013, respectively, two-sided sign tests were used here because the null hypothesis does not expect positive cognate bias). Note that Phe is one of the largest amino acids. Because at P < 0.05, when 23 tests are done, one can expect 0.05*23= 1.15 false positive results, meaning one expects on average one false detection of a bias. Because there are 13 significant cases in total, one can be sure that overall the phenomenon of cognate bias exists, but one cannot be certain that bias exists in any tRNA synthetase. An extreme method to handle this problem is Bonferroni"s adjustment [46] . It divides 0.05 by the number of tests done. P values that meet that criterion (P = 0.05/23= 0.00214) are significant at P < 0.05 considering the number of tests done. P values in bold remain significant according to this overconservative criterion (in total 11 among 13 cases). According to a slightly less conservative adjustment, called the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment [47] of the Bonferroni method, all 13 cases remained significant. The working hypothesis can also be tested by combining the P values across the various tRNA synthetases, using Fisher"s method for combining P values. This yields chi-square statistics of 129.64 and 103.38 with 10 and 13 degrees of freedom, and P = 4.6*10 -18 and P = 3.5*10 -11 for class I and II tRNA synthetases, respectively. The working hypothesis is hence confirmed by very significant results for each tRNA synthetase class.
E. coli: Cognate bias tests across tRNA synthetases.
For tests keeping the amino acid constant, but across tRNA synthetases (columns in Table 1 , test level (c) in "Materials and Methods"), two tests can be done. One considers only comparisons within the class of the specific tRNA synthetase, and the other considers all tRNA synthetases. Keeping the class constant, the bias was more frequently negative for the cognate of the tRNA synthetase which specifically recognizes this amino acid than for other tRNA synthetases. The bias is 65% (P = 0.065, one sided sign test) in all the amino acids, 80% in amino acids with tRNA synthetases from class I (P = 0.0275, one sided sign test), and 30% from class II). The bias is significant at P < 0.05 for 11 amino acids, with 8 amino acids from class I tRNA synthetases (Cys, Leu, Val, P = 0.027 for each; Gln, Ile and Met, P = 0.0054 each; Trp and Tyr, P = 0.0005, each) and 3 amino acids from class II (Gly and Thr, P = 0.027, each; Lys, P = 0.0005). There was one amino acid for which the bias was significantly (P < 0.05) less negative when it was calculated for tRNA synthetases specific to those cognate amino acids than for other non-specific synthetases (Pro from class II, P = 0.011, two sided sign test because the working hypothesis does not expect positive cognate bias). The tests that remain significant at P < 0.05 after Bonferroni"s correction are indicated in bold, while the tests remaining significant according to the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment of Bonferroni"s correction are underlined. According to the latter Table 1 (pages 15 and 16). Contrasts in amino acid compositions between sister tRNA synthetases in E. coli. Rows are subtractions (contrasts) of frequencies (multiplied by 10000) of amino acids in the composition of evolutionary sister tRNA synthetase from frequencies in compositions of specified tRNA synthetases. Contrasts for cognate amino acids of the specified tRNA synthetase are in bold. Z indicates the normalized cognate bias (in bold) divided by the standard deviation of the contrasts in that tRNA synthetase across all amino acids (column Z b , corresponds to test level (b) in Materials and Methods and in Results), and for that amino acid across tRNA synthetases (row Z c , corresponds to test level (c) in Materials and Methods and in Results). Sign tests (see text) use numbers of contrasts that are more negative than the cognate bias. These numbers are indicated by ± (column (± b ) and row (± c ) after those corresponding for Z; for test level c (last rows), the first number is for cases within the same tRNA synthetase class, and the second number for all tRNA synthetases). http://ccaasmag.org/BIO method, 3 among the 5 tests (significant at P = 0.027) remain significant, but because the decision of which three among the five is arbitrary, none can be specifically assigned as significant. Nevertheless, according to the latter approach, 10 among 20 tests are significant at P < 0.05 after adjusting P values.
Analyses can be repeated by considering all tRNA synthetases across classes. Following this approach, there were 12 cognates with P < 0.05 (8 in class I: Cys and Met, P = 0.003, each; Gln, Trp and Tyr, P = 0.0006, each; Glu and Leu, P = 0.01, each; and Val, P = 0.029; and 3 in class II: Gly and Thr, P = 0.0006, each; and Lys, P = 0.0000005). There were 3 cognates for which there was significant (P <0.05) positive cognate bias, one from class I (Arg, P = 0.021) and two from class II (Asp and Pro, P = 0.006 and P = 0.00002, respectively). These results also confirm the working hypothesis at the level of test 3. Combining the P values according to Fisher"s method, this yields P = 5.6*10 -14 and P = 3.2*10 -7 for class I and II, respectively.
Results on positive cognate biases, together with parallel ones from the previous section, suggest that positive cognate bias exists in some few cases (nevertheless 10%). Consequently, cognate bias is bimodal, with a majority of cases in the realm of the negative bias expected by the working hypothesis, but positive bias apparently occurs too. The working hypothesis expects negative bias as a result of the principle of minimizing costs of protein synthesis by avoiding the cognate/substrate of the protein in the protein"s own composition. This hypothesis is incompatible with positive bias. It accommodates cases where no systematic tendency for positive bias exist (hence weak positive bias), but not cases where the positive cognate bias is strong and statistically detectable. This implies that a factor other than cost minimization of cognate usage operates here, at least in some cases, so as to create these rarer positive biases.
E. coli: Effects of intrinsic usage and environmental abundance.
The bias against the cognate amino acid decreases in E. coli as a function of the usage frequency of that amino acid in the species" proteome (table 1 in [27] ). I found this tendency, yet it was not statistically significant (r = 0.31 and P = 0.093 for all synthetases; r = 0.41 and P =0.118 for class I; r = 0.20 and P = 0.29 for class II, all one tailed tests). There was also no statistically significant trend between cognate amino acid bias and the abundance of the amino acid in the colon, the habitat of E. coli (classes pooled, r = -0.36, P = 0.147; class I, r = -0.23; class II, r = 0.23, P = 0.51; two tailed tests). This suggests that substrate avoidance in E. coli affects mainly the composition of rare/expensive amino acids, but not of highly expressed synthetases. If one remains within the issue of cost minimization of protein synthesis metabolism, these data suggest that E. coli protein compositions are relatively independent of the composition of its host environment, but are more affected by the composition of its own intrinsic cellular environment, because it seems to minimize costs according to its own usage frequency of an amino acid. This result could be interpreted as resulting from its endosymbiontic life habit. Table 1 , test level (b) as indicated in "Materials and Methods"), but across amino acids, in 68% of the tRNA synthetases (P = 0.042, one sided sign test), bias was more frequently negative for the cognate amino acid than the biases calculated for the 19 non-cognate amino acids (56% for class I (P = 0.25), 80% for class II (P = 0.027), one sided sign tests). The negative bias is significant at P 0.05 (one sided sign test) in 58% (11 among 19 cases) of all tRNA synthetases, 40% for class I (Leu, P = 0.00018; Trp, P = 0.0011; Tyr, P = 0.016 and Val, P = 0.0048, one sided sign tests), and 70% for class II (Asn and Ser, P = 0.042 in each; Gly and Lys, P = 0.0048 in each; His, P = 0.00002; Phe and Pro, P = 0.00018 in each). There was one class II tRNA synthetase for which cognate bias was significantly less negative than for the other noncognate amino acids (aspartyl synthetases, P = 0.00004). Hence these results independently confirm the existence of positive cognate bias, in addition of negative cognate bias. Combining P values using Fisher"s method yields chi-square = 44.7, and chisquare = 66.9 for class I and II, respectively, which yields P = 6.98*10 -7 and P = 1.76*10 -10 , respectively. This P value is greater by 11 orders of magnitude than that for class I tRNA synthetases in E. coli, and greater by one magnitude than for class II tRNA synthetases in E. coli. Overall, the phenomenon of negative cognate bias exists and is clearly detectable in both species at the level of single tRNA synthetases, but it is even more obvious in E. coli than in B. subtilis.
B. subtilis: Cognate bias tests across tRNA synthetases.
For tests keeping the amino acid constant, but across tRNA synthetases, test level (c) as indicated in "Materials and Methods", tests can be done considering only cognates from tRNA synthetases of the same class, and considering all cognates. Considering only those from tRNA synthetases within a given class, bias was more frequently more negative for the tRNA synthetase for which this amino acid is its cognate amino acid than for the other non-specific tRNA synthetases from the same class in 74% of the cases (P = 0.016, one sided sign test),66% for tRNA synthetases from class I and http://ccaasmag.org/BIO 80% from class II (P = 0.127 and P = 0.027, respectively, one sided sign tests). This was significant at P < 0.05 for 9 (47%) of the cases, 4 (44%) from class I (Leu and Tyr, P = 0.0098, in each; Trp and Val, P = 0.045, in each) and 5 (50%) from class II (Asn and Lys, P = 0.027 in each; His, Phe and Pro, P = 0.0054 in each).
These analyses were repeated pooling all tRNA synthetases, independently of their class. According to this approach, there was negative bias for cognates from 13 (68%), and this bias was significant for 9 (47%) cases, 4 from class I ( Leu, P = 0.0011; Trp and Val, P = 0.0048, in each; and Tyr, P = 0.0159) and 5 from class II (Asn, P = 0.0159; His and Phe, P = 0.000019 in each; Lys, P = 0.0048; and Pro, P = 0.00018). There was statistically significant positive cognate bias for one cognate, Asp (P = 0.000038). Combining P values to test for the working hypothesis considering all tRNA synthetases together yields chi square statistics 53.95 and 90.28 with P = 1.87*10 -5 and 6.62*10 -11 for class I and II respectively. This is 9 orders of magnitude less than for class I in E. coli, and 4 orders of magnitude more than for class II in E. coli.
B. subtilis: Effects of environmental abundance and intrinsic usage.
In B. subtilis, avoidance of cognate amino acids decreases (albeit not statistically significantly) with usage frequencies of those amino acids in the proteome (r = -0.01, P = 0.96, 2 tailed test, for all synthetases; class I synthetases, r = -0.17, P = 0.67 and r = 0.51, P = 0.13 for class II synthetases). Although these results are not per se statistically significant, the tendencies are systematically opposite of those from E. coli, where negative cognate bias seems to decrease with usage. 
Statistical considerations.
Results discovered by using a controlled (natural) experimental setup here are very significant for specific tRNA synthetases and amino acids, in spite of the use of the conservative (and robust) sign test. Results stress the increased power of this system at uncovering patterns, and at detecting more subtle and finely tuned phenomena than the approach used in [27] .
Although analyses presented in this work are of confirmative nature of principles already described earlier, I used statistical adjustment methods to control the multiplicity of tests only as a precaution, but not to confirm the cases with significant value at P < 0.05 without adjustments [46] . Considering that such methods are overconservative and can artificially inflate negative results [47] , the methods of correcting test multiplicity can be valuable if the main aim is to be certain that a phenomenon exists. Therefore they are important for the fewer cases where positive cognate bias was detected. However previous studies already showed that the phenomenon of negative cognate bias occurs, hence http://ccaasmag.org/BIO asserting the existence of negative bias is not the primary aim here.
The results suggest that the comparative system formed by the two classes of phylogenetically related tRNA synthetases could prove more useful when trying to uncover the functional aspects of amino acid conservation and replacements at active sites. However, one has to bear in mind that the increased statistical power comes at the costs of the generality of the results: observations within tRNA synthetases may be affected by the specifics of tRNA synthetase biology (including differences between classes I and II). This situation is not exceptional for this specific system.
The more precise approach used here is considered to complete, rather than replace, the more general results based on less "carefully" designed comparisons [27] . The fact that both analyses confirm the same principles increases the confidence that the hypothesized principle is indeed valid at biological level.
E. coli versus B. subtilis
It makes sense that the absolute rarity in the medium leads to cost minimization for an amino acid. However, it is less straightforward to understand why cognate avoidance occurs for amino acids that are frequent in the medium. Note that proteome-wide amino acid usage in B. subtilis correlates positively with their abundances in the soil (r = 0.42, P = 0.031, one sided test). However, while cognate avoidance exists in E. coli and B. subtilis at similar levels (though slightly weaker in B. subtilis), patterns clearly contrast between them. It is not clear whether the differences in associations between cognate avoidance and environmental versus proteomic abundances are related to the endosymbiontic versus "free living" lifestyles of these two bacteria. It makes sense that the endosymbiont is less dependent on variation in amino acid environmental abundances because these are all kept high by the host (or with predictable daily fluctuations), and hence cognate avoidance will mainly reflect the own metabolic needs of E. coli. In contrast, results in B. subtilis indicate two factors accounting for the differences: one related to environmental amino acid abundances (its environmental abundances seem to affect proteomic amino acid abundances, as suggested by the positive correlation between proteome-wide amino acid abundances and those in the soil), and the other unknown factor (for amino acids which are abundant in the soil) that might be due to intrinsic metabolic needs (perhaps usage frequency, as in E. coli). These results would be in line with general principles deduced from observations that usually, parasites and symbionts minimize metabolic costs less than comparable free living organisms [7] [8] 48] . There is here an apparent conundrum: parasites minimize less costs at the level of protein synthesis, including by having larger proteins and hence longer protein coding genes. Since they minimize costs of DNA replication by reducing genome sizes, they are not (or less) minimizing costs according to proteins, but are more than free-living bacteria according to genome size.
Negative cognate bias and cost minimization strategy by avoiding large residues
The data analyzed here enable to develop the theory about cost minimization of protein metabolism beyond confirmation of previous results [27] . Cost minimization can be related to various properties of proteins, and be estimated using different methods [49] . I previously used the (negative) correlation between amino acid molecular weight and its proteomic usage to estimate an overall extent of cost minimization of protein metabolism based on the usage of all amino acids [7] . In that approach, the more negative the correlation coefficient, the rarer large amino acids are in the composition of proteins. The analyses presented above are related specifically to avoiding usage of cognate amino acids. This is a different type of cost avoidance. Figure 2 shows that in E. coli, extents of negative cognate avoidance are negatively associated (r = -0.41, P = 0.049, two tailed test) with extents of cost minimization in relation to amino acid size. This is estimated by the negative correlations between amino acid usages and their molecular weights. Each datapoint in Figure 2 is for a given tRNA synthetase (note that for Gly, Lys and Phe, the tRNA synthetases consist of two subunits). This correlation is also qualitatively confirmed for B. subtilis (r = -0.07) but is clearly much weaker and not statistically significant in this species. This result for E. coli suggests a balancing situation between minimizing metabolic energetic costs (at the level of favoring usage of small amino acids) and biosynthetic time (negative cognate bias mainly avoids long durations until a tRNA loaded with the cognate is encountered during protein synthesis). This inverse proportionality between the two phenomena suggests that overall cost minimization reached an equilibrium where increasing cost minimization according to one factor (time) will decrease cost minimization according to the other factor (energy). This implies the possibility that protein function can be affected by replacing one amino acid by another one due to cost considerations.
Hence decreases in protein functionality due to avoiding cognates can be compensated by using more expensive non-cognates.
http://ccaasmag.org/BIO For both x and y axes, the more negative values indicate greater cost minimization. Note that cognate bias can differ widely for different subunits of the same tRNA synthetase, such as for those acylating Phe, as well as be very similar, as found for those acylating Lys.
The fact that this phenomenon is not observed in B. subtilis suggests that in this species the system did not reach equilibrium in this respect. This makes sense because an evolutionary equilibrium requires stable and especially predictable environmental conditions. The colon might be more stable than the soil.
Negative cognate bias and protein size.
The interesting result about a compensating equilibrium between amino acid energetic cost minimization and cognate usage in tRNA synthetases in the previous section can be independently confirmed by looking at a further factor affecting costs of protein synthesis, its length. As expected, tRNA synthetases are larger in the endosymbiont E. coli than in the free living B. subtilis (in 63 percent of the cases, which is however not statistically significant in this small sample according to a sign test). However, if one considers that three proteins forming tRNA synthetases are missing in B. subtilis (for example, the smaller subunits for tRNA synthetase Lys and Phe), it is clear that the freeliving bacterium reduces protein size as compared to E. coli. When one compares cost minimization between these two species for homologous tRNA synthetases, by calculating the difference between correlation coefficients r between amino acid usages and their molecular weights, one finds that the correlations are more negative (hence more cost minimization) in E. coli than in B. subtilis in 16 out of 20 cases (P = 0.012 according to a two sided sign test). This situation is opposite to the one found for protein length as cost criterion, according to which E. coli seems to minimize costs less than B. subtilis. This suggests compensatory effects between different types of cost minimization, as indicated in Figure 2 . Indeed, the increase in tRNA synthetase length observed in E. coli is inversely proportional to the increase in cost minimization in that species, as compared to B. subtilis, and as estimated by the correlation between amino acid usage and their molecular weights (r = -0.39, P = 0.044, one tailed test, data not shown; a one tailed test is used here because a negative correlation is expected, considering the result in Figure 2 that suggests that compensation is expected). Besides confirming the principle of reaching equilibrium in a stable/predictable rather than an unpredictable environment, and that of optimization according to several criteria at once, these results suggest that a unidimensional approach to proteins is inadequate, that these are complex constructs reacting to different pressures, and that their structure is optimized in relation to several factors, even if those reflect (more or less) the same simplistic economic principle.
Cognate bias and functional properties: secondary structure formation.
A wide variation exists among amino acids in terms of cognate bias, from negative to positive bias, and this varies also between E. coli and B. subtilis. One could assume that this extent depends on how much avoidable the cognate is in the structure of the protein. For example, membrane proteins are very hydrophobic and with low polarity, hence these could probably be limited in the extents they could avoid using hydrophobic, non-polar amino acids in their structure, even if these were not optimal from the point of view of metabolic/energetic considerations. The same principle functions also for tRNA synthetases, which are not membrane bound but have other functionassociated constraints. Class I tRNA synthetases have the Rossmann fold, both classes are made up of anti-parallel beta strands [50] . Amino acid polarity is also an important property in protein folding, low polarity favoring hydrophobic interactions, while polar regions with opposite charges tend to attract each other and those with similar charges repel each other, both principles that contribute to protein folding. Hence one expects that cognate bias associates with the betasheet-formation index, which estimates the tendency of an amino acid to be more (or less) frequent than http://ccaasmag.org/BIO expected in protein regions forming betasheet secondary structures. Indeed, cognate bias in E. coli correlates negatively with the beta index (class I, r = -0.79, P = 0.0033; class II, r = -0.45, P = 0.096; all, r = -0.69, P = 0.00038, one tailed tests). This phenomenon was much weaker for B. subtilis (class I, r = -0.20, P = 0.30; class II, r = -0.51, P = 0.066; all, r = -0.14, P = 0.28, one tailed tests). Because the structure of both classes of tRNA synthetases is based on antiparallel betasheets, it is not surprising to see that correlations of cognate bias with antiparallel betasheet indices (E. coli: class I, r = -0.75, P = 0.0062; class II, r = -0.57, P = 0.043; all, r = -0.73, P = 0.00013; B. subtilis: class I, r = -0.72, P = 0.014; class II, r = -0.46, P = 0.09; all, r = -0.38, P = 0.054, see Figure 3 ) are generally stronger than those indicated above, for indices calculated pooling parallel and antiparallel betasheets. It is unlikely that this difference between the two species indicates that secondary structure formation during protein folding is not related to the beta index in B. subtilis, but rather that the latter optimizes cognate bias according to additional criteria. Similar analyses for another important amino acid property, polarity, suggest for E. coli (but not B. subtilis) differences between class I and II tRNA synthetases in relation to cognate bias optimization: in class I, cognate bias decreases with cognate polarity (r = -0.66, P = 0.038, two tailed test), while the tendency was opposite for class II (r = 0.31, P = 0.38, two tailed test). Figure 4 shows that this difference between classes is mainly due to the tRNA synthetases with cognates Phe and Pro. Other class II tRNA synthetases overall fit into the trend observed for class I tRNA synthetases. This trend suggests that polar cognates can more be avoided in the structure of its tRNA synthetase than non-polar ones. This suggests that polar interactions are not preponderant in tRNA synthetase folding, besides the exceptions for the tRNA synthetases of Phe and Pro indicated above. For B. subtilis, this tendency for greater negative cognate bias in polar cognates exists but is weaker (class I, r = -0.44, P = 0.118; class II, r = -0.40, P = 0.126, one tailed tests).
Further analyses reveal again differences between class I and II tRNA synthetases in E. coli, in relation to cognate bias. Betasheet formation indices above unity indicate that a specific amino acid is more frequently part of betasheets than of other structural domains. Amino acids that are avoided in beta sheets get values below unity. Such residues are also important for betasheet formation, because this involves (relatively short) regions that should not form a beta sheet. Hence one could assume that also the absolute value of the subtraction of the betasheet index from unity, as an estimate of structural specificity of an amino acid in relation to betasheet formation, might associate with cognate bias: those with high specificity could not be avoided, whether this specificity indicates specificity promoting, or preventing betasheet formation. This is the case for class II tRNA synthetases in E. coli (r = 0.66, P = 0.038, one tailed test) but the exact opposite is observed for class I (r =-0.79, P = 0.0065, two tailed http://ccaasmag.org/BIO test; Figure 5 ). Tendencies were similar but weaker for B. subtilis (class I, r =-0.24, P = 0.27; class II, r = 0.27, P = 0.23, one tailed tests). The results indicate that cognate avoidance is prevented for class II tRNA synthetases if that amino acid has a high impact on betasheet formation, whether by preventing or promoting it. Interpreting the result for class I is less straightforward, as the more an amino acid impacts secondary structure formation, the more it is avoided. However, results from Figure 4 indicated that nonpolar (hydrophobic) interactions, a physicochemical property, rather than a structural one (beta index), is optimized in relation to cognate bias in class I tRNA synthetases of E. coli. This seems to be the explanation for the negative correlation with cognate bias observed in class I tRNA synthetases: the structural impact on betasheet formation used in Figure 5 increases with amino acid polarity for class I tRNA synthetases (class I, r = 0.78, P = 0.0077; class II, r = 0.27, P = 0.45, two tailed tests). These analyses focused on cognate bias confirm the antiparallel betasheet structure of tRNA synthetases, but further analyses show that additional properties are important for protein structure, and that there are differences between the tRNA synthetase classes. The differences in this respect between the two bacteria suggest that much can be learned from such analyses. It is probable that comparing larger numbers of species, as similar data on tRNA synthetase sequences are available from genomic sequences of numerous species, could enable to study the details of interactions between principles of protein folding and the species" life histories, based on relatively simple analyses of cognate bias. Cognate bias in E. coli tRNA synthetases as a function of amino acid structural impact on betasheet formation. The x axis is the absolute value of the subtraction of the betasheet index from unity. Hence the more an amino acid affects betasheet formation, whether by promoting or preventing it, the larger the value on the x axis. In class II tRNA synthetases, cognate avoidance decreases with structural impact of the cognate on betasheet formation, the opposite occurs for class I tRNA synthetases.
4.7.
Cognate bias and functional properties: tRNA editing. Many tRNA synthetases possess catalytic sites that are not involved in aminoacylation of the tRNA, but in its preand post-transfer editing, thus preventing misacylations of tRNAs by non-cognate amino acids [51] . The existence of specific sites with editing activities has been indicated for several tRNA synthetases (class I: Ile [52] , Leu [53] , Met [54] , Val [55] ; class II: Ala [56] , Asn [57] , Phe [58] , Pro [59] , Thr [60] ) but evidence indicates the lack of specific editing sites for some class I tRNA synthetases (Cys [61] , Gln [62] and Tyr [63] ) and apparently inefficient pre-transfer editing for the class II tRNA synthetase aminoacylating Lys [64] . The nature of cost minimization of amino acid composition is that an "expensive" amino acid is used only where it is unavoidable. Obviously, catalytic and other functionally important sites (such as editing sites) are regions where cost minimization (by cognate avoidance) is unlikely because of their functional importance. Functional sites are formed by relatively few residues, but tRNA synthetases with editing sites should on average possess more functionally important regions than those lacking one. Hence one can expect a slightly less negative cognate bias for tRNA synthetases that possess editing sites. No such effect could be detected for cognate biases of E. coli and B. subtilis. However, after controlling for the effect of cognate polarity, using the regression in Figure 4 to calculate residual cognate bias, a positive association between cognate bias and editing sites can be detected, considering that the confirmed lack of editing site is "-1" for the tRNA synthetases of Cys, Gln and Tyr, "1" for those with confirmed editing sites, and "0" for the others (r = 0.44, P = 0.027; Spearman rank correlation rs = 0.52, P = 0.0112, one tailed tests, see Figure 6 ). Hence after controlling for the effects of a functional constraint on cognate bias that relates to the overall structure of the protein, the effect of the number of specific functional sites on cognate bias becomes detectable. It is notable that no such effect is observed if a similar residual analysis is done, but using the regression lines in Figure 5 , where cognate bias is shown constrained by the formation of betasheets. This could mean that the function of editing sites is unrelated to betasheet formation, but http://ccaasmag.org/BIO that polarity affects interactions with loaded tRNAs. This interesting hypothesis seems plausible, but should not be overstressed at this stage. It is nevertheless a potential example of how the analysis of cognate bias, in relation to other properties, can reveal how proteins function. Figure 6 . Residual cognate bias in E. coli tRNA synthetases as a function of the presence of editing sites in the tRNA synthetase. The y axis is the residual cognate bias calculated from the regression line in Figure 4 . The status of editing sites on the x axis is: -1, tRNA synthetases for which evidence exists for a lack of editing site; 1, tRNA synthetases with confirmed editing site(s); 0, tRNA synthetases with no reported information.
Cost minimization hypotheses.
I have already expressed my disappointment that so much biology can be understood via such a simple economy-minded principle as amino acid cost minimization [7] . Similar principles also predict high densities of off frame codons in protein coding genes, reducing costs of synthesis of dysfunctional proteins after ribosomal slippages [65] [66] [67] . It also seems that the adaptation for translational activity of antisense tRNAs, tRNAs templated by DNA complementing regular, sense tRNA genes, is also governed by cost minimization principles [68] [69] [70] , of reducing genome size. Some results even confirm that selection favors the compensatory combination of codon-anticodon mismatches with tRNA misacylations by non-cognates, which result in correct amino acid insertion because the mismatched codon codes for the misacylated amino acid [71] [72] [73] . The latter effects predicted by cost minimization principles (in these cases in relation to inaccuracies in protein synthesis) could have been expected to be weak, these nevertheless seem to have substantial effects on genomes [73] . This means that cost minimization principles are a powerful approach for the analysis of biochemical systems. These results present serious challenges to those promoting neutralistic views of evolution [74] .
Conclusions
The principle of cost minimization of protein synthesis predicts that cognates are avoided in tRNA synthetases, as compared to closely related tRNA synthetases with a different cognate. This negative cognate bias is more easily detected in a phylogenetically matched setup than when comparing cognate abundances in specific proteins with abundances in randomly selected proteins. The bias is also found less negative in the free living B. subtilis than in the endosymbiont E. coli. However, cost minimization is a multidimensional phenomenon, and has to be observed simultaneously at different levels. They are, for instances, avoidance of costly residues (independently of cognate status), protein size, and negative cognate bias. In E. coli, these various components of protein metabolic costs seem to be at evolutionary equilibrium, where one component is at the expense of the other. This is probably due to constraints related to the protein"s function. Analyses show that cognate avoidance is prevented for amino acids that promote betasheets, the major secondary structure of tRNA synthetases. They also reveal that nonpolar interactions are important for class I tRNA synthetases, but not class II. Cognate avoidance is found to be greater in tRNA synthetases lacking editing sites, which is probably due to the fact that these proteins possess more functionally critical sites/ regions that limit cost minimization. These phenomena are not detected in B. subtilis. This is possibly because its environment is less stable, and proteins do not evolve toward a stable steady state structure that integrates functional and cost minimization constraints.
